ADaM Implementation

1 day course

Language: English

The Analysis Dataset Model (ADaM) specifies principles for analysis datasets and standards for a subject-level analysis file and for a basic data structure, which can be used for a wide variety of analysis methods.

This one-day course discusses:

- The purpose of ADaM
- The basic principles of the ADaM data standard
- The standard ADaM dataset structures and variables
- ADaM metadata
- Maintaining the relationship between ADaM and SDTM
- How to apply ADaM to common analysis situations

Recommendation: A basic understanding of statistical principles used in clinical research is helpful to understanding the material presented.


ADaM Course Attendee Comments:

"[The instructor] went through the course very professionally and did answer all the questions patiently and explained the concepts well."

-ADaM Public Course in Audubon, PA on 18 May 2012

"(sic) - USB drive provided with the course materials - When I arrived on Tuesday morning, I was pleasantly surprised by the number of attendees. I would have thought that we would be about 50 people. We were about 15-20 people; so, it's easier to discuss. - the instructor provided very useful comments, and it was very nice to discuss with him and other
attendees. And it was also nice to see that the instructor was accompanied with other ADaM team member. All of that allowed to have some very interesting and interactive discussions.”

-ADaM Public Course at European Interchange on 17 April 2012

“The instructor was very knowledgeable and had a lot of personal experience with implementing ADaM so she was able to answer a lot of my questions. I liked the exercises - they really helped reinforce the material and gave us an opportunity to see how we might apply it to our work.”

-ADaM 'In-House' Private Course on 18 July 2012

“The instructor was very knowledgeable and had a lot of personal experience with implementing ADaM so she was able to answer a lot of my questions. I liked the exercises - they really helped reinforce the material and gave us an opportunity to see how we might apply it to our work.”

-ADaM 'In-House' Private Course on 18 July 2012

“The instructor was quite good. The course provides a good basis for training others on the material. The examples/exercises did a good job of reinforcing the concepts.”

-ADaM Public Course in Morrisville, NC on 24 Feb 2012

Links: